HARMONIC TEMPLE

Voice Of Healing
Healing chants from various spiritual traditions
‘Voice of Healing’ is a performance
CD with longer versions of selected
Harmonic Temple chants. Unlike other
Harmonic Temple recordings, this CD
uses instruments as well as voices to
add extra colour to the sound and to
keep the singers on pitch. The
intention is that as well as being
enjoyed for its music, this CD can be
employed therapeutically, either by
individuals or by practitioners using it
as ambient healing sound for sessions
of massage etc.
On other Harmonic Temple recordings,
the chants don’t go on as long as they
would in an actual session. It has been
suggested quite often over the years
that it would be good to have a CD of
long versions of the chants, so this is it!
In the course of a Harmonic Temple
singing retreat, we usually sing at least
one of the songs as a ‘Healing Circle’
in which a small group of people make
themselves comfortable in the centre
while the rest of the group sing a chant around them with healing intent. We then take turns until everyone
has been in the centre just receiving the sound. The songs on this CD are examples of the songs we use for
such sessions, though there is an element of sound healing in all Harmonic Temple songs.
Available both as a CD and Download (mp3s).
1. VOICE OF HEALING (from 'Beauty All Around Me’) 6:36
'Voice of Healing, sound thy song' 'I give away my sickness; I give away my weakness;
I give away my sorrow; I give away my pain.’
Affirming the healing potential of our own voices and being pro-active in our healing process
2. OM SRI DHANVANTRE NAMAHA (from 'Sacred Earth') 9:10
'Homage to the gift of the Celestial Healer’
A mantra from Southern India calling on the archetypal celestial healer 'Dhanvantre'.
3. GUAN YIN BOSAI (from 'Ateh Malkuth') 9:47
'Guan Yin Bodhisattva'
Invoking Guan Yin, the personification of compassion and healing in Far-Eastern Buddhism.
4. ISHK ALLAH MABOUD L'ILLAH (from 'Here Right Now') 8:28
'God is Love, Lover and Beloved' a Sufi Zikr of surrender to Divine Love.
5. GATE GATE (from 'Ateh Malkuth') 9:15
'Beyond, Beyond, Beyond the Beyond,Beyond Beyond the Beyond, Homage to thee'
A Buddhist chant to dispel all illusion and breakthe ties of harmful habits of thought and deed.
6. SÌTH-SHAÌMH LEAT (From 'Deep Peace') 9:18
'Deep Peace to you' A Gaelic blessing.

The singers on this CD are all professional practitioners of Voice or Alternative Medicine:
Gilo, Jo, Jon, Nickomo, Pippa, Rasullah and Sarah.

